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The map of world tourism would never be complete without reserving place for Turkey as every year
millions of international tourists fly towards popular touristic destinations in Turkey. The number of
indigenous tourists is yet higher. Many tour operators offer affordable and enjoyable tour packages
to Turkey. There are several popular, beautiful and worth visiting tourist places in Turkey. A holiday
tour to Turkey would be refreshing and ever mesmerizing.

From every country, there are Turkey tour packages offered by most of the renowned tour operators
which makes a visit to Turkey an effortless exercise and an occasion of pure entertainment. Turkey
holiday packages help the tourists to get immersed into the mood of vacation, forgetting all the
hassles of travel, accommodation, food, official formalities etcâ€¦  It is always suggestible to make use
of a proper tour package if you intend to make your Turkey tour an exciting experience and sweet
memory.

Places of touristic importance in Turkey

Turkey is located in western region of Asian continent and is often referred to as a Eurasian country.
The democratic republic of Turkey boasts on the rich and ancient cultural heritage. The country of
Turkey has several hundreds of years of written history and a typical traveler may come across the
relics and preserved structures of historical importance. The country is adorned with lush green
forests, wide lakes and beautiful seashores.

Antalya

Antalya is a coastal town that runs across the Mediterranean coast. Visiting Antalya is inevitable if
you plan to make a visit to Turkey. Antalya is a modern city by all means, yet it preserves traces of
history on every element of it. You will find lot of wooden mansions everywhere in the city. The city
is outlined with beautiful mountains and cliffs. Antalya is known for the best beaches in the country
and most visited archeological museums.

Alanya

Most of the tour operators will certainly include the city of Alanya in their Turkey tour schedule as
this beautiful holiday center has a lot for the visitors to see, learn and enjoy. Clean beaches,
excellent hotels, clubs bars etcâ€¦ are the highlights of Alanya. This is a harbor city, thus the visitors
can enjoy several kinds of seafood varieties. It is also a center of handicrafts.

Istanbul 

Istanbul, the city of historical importance is but famous for another aspect; the only city in the world
that is built in two continents. Being the capital of trade, economy and art and culture the city is a
touristâ€™s heaven by all means. Beautiful seashores, festivals, exhibitions, exclusive museums,
historical artifacts etcâ€¦ add to the touristic value of the city. Most of the Turkey holiday packages
give prime concern to the city of Istanbul and try to spend most time of the tour in Istanbul.

Pamukkale

Pamukkale is a natural wonder of Turkey. The name Pamukkale means cotton castle. This is a site
of rich and high mineral deposits which at first sight may resemble castles made with cotton or
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snow. The unique scenery of the place is enchanting.

A tour to Turkey is true value for each penny spent and most of the operators care for arranging
most stunning experiences for each visitor in their tour packages Turkey.
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